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1. I ntroduction
In Ul63 DE BHUIJN [2] introduced the notion of a U-polynomial as
a sum of certain eycle indices and he used this polyn omial to study
various general structure situations, thus obt aining solutions t o a variety
of combinat orial problems. The major results of de Bruijn 's paper seem
to hav e been generally overlooked, except for some peripheral references .
Thi s is rather unfortunate because some of the recently published results
in graph enumerat ion theory seem t o be derivable as simple consequences
of the genera l results contained in this paper . The aim of the present paper
is t o demonstrate one such derivation.
By now it is well recognised that almost all the maj or results in graph
enumerat ion theory , like P 6lya 's and de Bruijn's theorems, follow from
a generalised form of a group-theoretic lemma of BURNSIDE [5] concerning
the number of transitivity classes in a permutation group. A proof of
the generalised form of this lemma is available in [1]. For a recent review
of these results see Chapter II of the forthcoming book by Klamer and
de Bruijn. In the first part of this paper we discuss this lemma and its
modifications, one of which leads to the U-polynomial. The relation of
these results to the notation and terminology of group representation
theory employed by F oulkes, Read, and others is indi cated . ' Ve follow
this up with a min or modification of the weight function an d define what
we call a W-polyn omial. In the latter part of the pap er we apply this
notion to the combinatorial situation underlying P6lya 's theorem and
de Bruijn's (ext ension of P6Iya's) theorem and demonstrate how, when
applied to the latter or t o the T H - and RL-structures of de Bruijn, we
obtain the Power Group Enumeration theorems of HARARY and PALMER
[8] as particular cases.
2. Burnside's Lemma and its Modifications
2.1. The weighted form of Burnside's lemma runs as follows: Let G
be a finit e abstract group and S a finit e set . Let n be a representation
of G by permutations on the 'object set'S. Then tt induces an equivalence
relation in S defined by S1 r-..J S2 iff there exists a g E G such that n(g)sl = S2.
Let 9' ={SI, .. ., Sp} be the collection of r-..J equivalence classes in S. Let
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TV be a weight function on S with values in any commutative ring 0
which contains the rational numbers such that equivalent clements in S
have equal weights. For each g E G, let Sg denote the set of elements of
S which are fixed by g ; that is, Sg= {s: e E S; n (g)s=s}. Dcnoting the
weight of an y clement of the equivalence class SA by W(S.) , the lemma
asserts the following:
(1)
p 1
! W(S.) = -IGI ! ! W(s).
A- I UE G ' ESU
2.2. A modified version of this lemma was recently given by DE BRUIJN
in [4]. In this, besides the representation it of G as a permutation group
on S, there is a matrix representation LI of G, with character 0 (L1). Let
H, be the automorphism group of s E S. That is, Hs= {g: g E G: n(g)s=s}.
Let LI * be the restriction of LI t o H s . If m; denotes the number of times
L1* contains the unit representation of Hs; we know from group repre-
sentat ion theory that
(2)
1
rns = jH I ! o(g)
s UEB,
and it can be easily verified that m; is a weight function on S which is
constant over equivalence classes in S. The method employed in the
proof of (1) easily leads to the followin g formula:
(3)
2.3. The result of immediate interest to us is the ap plication of the
lemma to the following combinat orial sit uation which, adopt ing DE
BRUIJN'S terminology [2], we call the structure situation . Here we simply
assume G is a group of permutations acting on an obj ect set D , called
the base set. There is also anothe r set S whose elements are called structures
on D. The exact way the structures are defined on D is left unspecified.
The permut ation group G has a permutation representation n acting on
S which induces an equivalence relation in S . We use the group G itself
to provide a weight fun ction over S as follows : To each s E S let H , be
the automorphism group {g: g E G; n(g)s= s}. The cycle index of this
subgroup of G is written as
(4)
whore n = IDI, and c(g, i ) denotes the number of cycles of length i in g.
It can be easily verified that the automorphism groups of equivalent
clements are conjugate subgroups and hen ce have the sam e cycle index.
This means that Z(Hs) is constant over equivalence classes of Sand
hence can be used as a weight fun ction in the Burnside sit uat ion. De Bruijn
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calls the sum of these weights over equivalence classes of B the U-poly-
nomial, and he uses exactly the same procedure employed in the proof
of (1) to obtain the following result:
De Bruijn's structure theorem:
(5)
2.4. Before proceeding to the modification of the structure situation
which leads to the definition of the W-polynomial, we make some obser-
vations on the above results which enable us to link them with the
terminology and notation employed by FOULKES [6], SHEEHAN [14], and
READ [12] in their analyses of REDFIELD'S work [13].
First of all we observe that By is the set of trivial orbits in n(g), and
hence IByl is the character of g in the representation ot. We denote this
by X(g). (DE BRUIJN uses the symbol V(g) for IByl in [2]). Equations (3)
and (5) then become respectively,
(6)
(7)
p 1
"~1 mb" = TGI u~ t5(g) X(g)
1
Uim, Y2, ... , Yn) = -IGI L 1jJ(g) X(g)
ueG
where (g) = Y 1c(y,l ) Y2C(y,2) ... Ync(y,n).
In [6] FOULKES defines a symmetric function F(R, y) as follows: If G
is a finite group, and R is a faithful representation of G of degree nand
the cycle type of R(g) for g EGis denoted by J y = Slc(y,l) •.. snC(y,n), where
t
st's are the elementary symmetric functions Si = L !Xji and if y is any
i~l
other representation of G (not necessarily by permutations) with character
ep then
(8)
1
F(R, y) = -IGI L Jyep(g).
ueG
Comparing (7) and (8) it is obvious that if we replace the dummy variables
in (7) by Sj'S we get
(9) U(SI, S2, ... , sn)=F(a, n)
(10)
where a denotes the Cayley representation of G by itself (which is, there-
fore, faithful), and for y we have taken the representation n of G.
Using the formula of FOULKES ((3), page 274 in [6]) expressing F(R, y)
in terms of the induced characters of Bn we can rewrite (9) as
U(Sl, S2, ..• , sn) = ~ L gj n/ r,
n. i
where gj = 10jl, OJ, j = 1, 2, ... being the conjugate classes of Bn , ot' is the
22 Indagationes
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character of Sn induced by its subgroup n(G) and Jj=Jg for some g E OJ.
Now, any symmetric function can be expressed in terms of the Schur
functions (see [9] or [12] page 815). We can, therefore, get an expression
for the U-polynomial in terms of the Schur functions as follows:
The S-function {A} corresponding to the partition (A) of the integer n
is given by
(11)
where indices j denote the classes of the symmetric group Sn and XPl
is the character of the class OJ in the irreducible representation of Sn
corresponding to the partition (A). (Cf. READ [12] equation (2.4.3) page 815).
Since, in (10), at' is the character of Sn induced by the subgroup n(G),
in general, n' will be a compound character. But, then, it can be expressed
as a linear combination of the simple characters X(i) corresponding to the
distinct partitions (i) of n. Let this representation be
(12) n' = I ai X(i).
i
(13)
Then, for the jth class of Sn, we have n/ = I aiX/i). Substituting in (10)
we get i
( U(S1, S2, ... , sn)= -; L gj( I ai Xj(i») r,
) n. i i
I I ai (~ ~ Xj(i) J j ), n' 1= I ai{i}.i
Coming back to (6) we observe that 0 and X are characters of G with
reference to two representations and are hence class functions. We know
further that X(g) is a real number. If the function 0 is also real valued,
so that we have two class functions mapping into the same field, we can
rewrite (6) as
(14)
where (0, X) is the scalar product of 0 and X (defined e.g. in MURNAGHAN
[10] page 95; Cf. also FOULKES [6] page 274 and SHEEHAN [14] page 794).
2.5. Returning from this digression to Burnside's situation we now
consider two weight functions WI and W2 on S which are constant over
the equivalence classes induced by G. Their product W = WI W2 is clearly
a weight function constant over the classes and for this we have
p 1
I W(SA) = -IGI I I WI(s) W2(s).
A=l OEG SE80
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Wh en we apply this to the st ru ct ure sit uation with lVI(s) = lV(s) , a proper
weight function over Sand JV2(s) = Z(H s), the cycle index weight fun cti on
of de Bruijn , we have
(15)
7J 7J 1 IGIL lV(s).) Z(H.) = L L lV(s) Z(Hs ) - where 1). = /S). / = -I H I
).-1 ).-1 u s). 1). ').
1
= - L lV(s)( L YIC(g,I) ... Yl/(g,n» )
IGI 8£8 g EH.
1
= - L Ylc(g,l ) ... YnC(g,n)( L lV(s))
IGI gE a u 8 g
1
= -IGI L Yg( L lV(s))
gE a 'ESg
(16)
where Yg=YIC(g,l) . . . YnC(g,n). We call this expression the lV-polynomial
for the weighted st ructure situation and denote it by lV(Yl , Y2 , . .. Yn)
and observe that this is obtained from the V-po lynomial (5) on replacing
IBgl by L lV(s).
~ ES{I
We summari se t his result as the weighted structure theorem: The lV-
polynomial for the weighted structure sit uat ion is
7J 1
W(Yr. Y2, .. ., Yn) = L lV(s).) Z (H.).)= -IGI L Yg( L lV(s)).
J. ~ I gE a ' ESg
~ . P61ya's theorem. and de Brui jn 's generalisation
3.1. We sha ll call the following combinato r ial sit uation a P61ya situ -
ation (or a DGtR situation ): - D and R are finit e sets with IDI = n and
IRI = m, G is a permutati on group on D. S = RD is t he set of all functions
from D into R. Every permutation g of G induces a permutation n (g)
on S defined by (n(g)f) (d) = t (gd) for every d E D. Thus, n is a represen-
tation of G by permutat ions of S. A weight function TV on S is defined
through a weight functi on 10 on R which may be any function on R into
a commutative ring 0 containing the rational numbers: For any t E S,
W(f) = IT w(f (d)) = IT (w(r))n(!,r)
d ED rER
where n(f, r) =I {d : d ED ; t(d) =r} l, that is, the number of elements of D
that are mapped onto r by f. With obvious substitutions in the Burnside
sit uat ion we hav e
7J 1
L lV( s).) = -IGI L L lV(f).
).= 1 g EG fE 8 g
The basic contribution of P olya (as distinguished from the general content
of the weighted for m of Burnside 's lemma) is the recog nition that
(17) L W(f) =[ L w(r )]c(g,l ) [L (w(r))2]C(g, 2) . .. [L (w(r))n]c(g,n)
f E8 g
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which is clearly a function of the type of g. In the classic terminology
lJ
of Polya 's theorem (see e.g. HARARY [7]) 2: W(s ,\ ) is called the configu-
'\ - 1
ration counting series an d .2 w (r ) the figure counting ser ies and the
standard form of Polya's theorem now reads: The configuration counting
series is the effect of the substitution of the figure counting series into
the cycle index of the configurat ion group G. Since w (r ) could be different
for each element of R, we may set wh )= cq and then 2: w(r ) = 2: IXi and
using symmetric fun ction no tation we have
(18)
'P
.2 W(s,\)=Z(G;Sl ,S2, . . .,sn)
'\ ~I
m
where Si= .2 IXl (See READ [12], page 824: 'the configuration counting
i -I
series is the cycle index').
We now view the sam e situation as a structure situat ion with D as
the base set and the fun ctions S E S as the structures on D. As the functions
have already been weighted by W(f) we should consider the situation
m (2.5). Accordingly , we have the W-polyn omial
(19)
\
W(Yl , Y2, .. ., Yn)= i W(f,\) Z (Hf )
'\ - 1
= I ~ I 2: Y g( 2: IXt)c(g,I) (.2 IXi2)c(g,2) ••• (2: IXtn )C(g,n)I ~Z(G;;' I ai' y, I a",...,y. I ",')
\ = Z (G ; Yl Sl, Y2S2, .. . , YnSn).
Taking each w(r ) = 1, the W-polynomial reduces t o the U-polynomial
U (YI,Y2, . . .,Yn)= Z (G ;YIm ,Y2m, ·· .,Ynm). If we put each Yi= l , we get
for the number of equiva lence classes of functions
U(l, I , .. ., 1)=Z(G; m , m, ... , m) (Cf. DE B RUIJN [2] p. 145).
3.2. The following modification of the Polya situation shall be called
the de Bruijn situation (or a DGjRH situation) : D and R are as for the
Polya situat ion. S = RD. G is a permutation group act ing on D and H
is a permutation group acting on R. The dire ct product G·H of the groups
G and H , act ing on D u R induces an equivalence relation in S defined by
(i) [: I"oJ Iz iff h (gd) = hlz(d) for every d E D .
Weights are attached to j E S in the same way as in § 3.1. Bu t the
presence of H acting on R an d the natural requirement that equivalen t
functions should have equal weights necessitates certain modifications
in the set R, t he group H an d the weight fun cti on (IX ). The weight fun ction
w on R can no longer be as general as in the P olya situat ion . In fact ,
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it can be easily verified (sec [8] page 164, theorem 3) that W(f) will be
an admissible weight function iff.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
R =R1 U R2 U .. . u Ri, Ri= {rtl , ri2, . .. , rimJ
H =H1·H2 • • • • H" Hi being a subgroup of Sm.•
w(r ) = Wi for each r E Ri .
acting on R i , and
We shall denote by (f3) the weight fun ction (IX) modified by these re-
quirements. We observe in passing that though DE BRUIJN has form ally
introduced a much more general weight function (see (2.3) in [1] page 63),
in actual working he has eventually used the simplification in (iii) above.
Experience with the general form convinces us that the reason for not
using the general form is that the resulting expression for .L w(s) is
HSg.h
then no longer a function of the cycle types of g and h (see [11] page 44) 1).
Using Burnside's lemma, de Bruijn has shown that the sum of the weights
~er equivalence classes in this case is
(20)
(21)
00
where 'Yji.i = exp (j .L zSiUJisi ) and the derivatives are evaluated at
. ~1
::; =(Zl, ... , Zk)= (O, 0, ... , O)=Q.
On performing the differentiations and evaluating the expression at
~ = ~ and replacing Wi by xi this reduces to Har ary and Palmer's Power
Group Enumeration Theorem (Polynomial form) :
PI",.L W(SA) = -IHI £., Z(G ; (ll(h,w ), .. . , (lk(h,w) , .. . (!n(h,w ))
A~l h EH
where
(22)
I
(Jk(h, w) = L (.L scilu, s)),
i = 1 .Ik
h =h1 ·h 2 ... hk and c(hi , s) =number of cycles of length s III hi (see [8],
theorem 4, page 166).
When we attempt a study of the relative significance of the two equiva-
1) There is ye t another generality in the weigh t function used by D E BRUIJN
«2.3) in [1] ) whi ch we are ov erlook ing a t present to keep t he discu ssion simp le.
In fact , our discussion rela t es t o his theorem 2 where tpj(n ) = W i n. So far , his m ost
general t heo rem 1 with the only sim plifying assumpt ion tp{r, n) = tpj en) for r E R,
does not seem to ha ve been a pp lied anywhere. A t horough analysis of the implication
of t h is genera l weight functi on may require t he introduction of two functi ons on R ,
one a qualita ti ve weight functi on wh ich is constan t on each R /, and another a
quantita t ive con ten t function, and suitable assumptions regarding their interrelation
must be made.
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lent forms (20) and (21) of the same result we observe many interesting
fact s ; Considering the de Bruijn situat ion as a modified form of the Polya
I
sit uat ion we have the figure count ing series L mtWi. Neither of the form s
i- I
(20) and (21) is obtained by a direct substitution of the figure counting
series in the cycle index of a permutation group. Thus, there does not
seem to be a readily recognisable configurat ion group in the sense of
Po lya's theorem. If we understand by Polya 's theorem its classical state-
ment as mentioned in § 3.1, R l<]AD ' S observation in [12], page 818, that
de Bruijn's theorem is deriva ble from Polyas theorem (at least when
1pi(n ) = Win) through the power gro up enumeration theorem does not
therefore seem to be fully justi fied . For, though the cycle index of HG
has been computed in [8], the generating function is not obtained by a
proper subst it ut ion of any figure counting series in this cycle index. The
ap parent confusion concerning the interdependence of these maj or enumer-
ation theorems seems t o ste m from an imprecise distinction made between
Polya's result and Burnside's lemma. Thi s distinction is now precisely
observed in § 3.1.
A further remark concerning the power group HG may not be out of
place here. Applying this t o the Polya situation we find that this is the
group acting on the functions of R D themselves and not on the domain
set D . Thus HG itself cannot be the configuration group, but the repre-
sentation induced on the functions by the configuration group. But then
if we take G itself as the configuration group, we obser ve that HGcannot
be a representation of G; for the map zr : G -J> HG will be one-many and
not many-one as is required for a homomorphism . The imm ediate way
to obviate this difficulty is to take the group G·H acting on D u R as
the basic group, and HG as a representation n of G·H induced on RD,
and view the situat ion as a st ructure situation. DE BRUIJN explicitl y
mentions this representation n in [3], page 162; the essential contribut ion
of HARARY and PALMER in [8] seems to be the introduction of the notion
of a power group and the deri vation of its cycle index. There are also
two other ways of looking at the functions of RD as structures on ap-
propriate sets. These are the T H - an d RL-structures of de Bruijn . In the
next sect ion we consider these three structure situations, derive their
TV-polynomials and dem onst rate how in each case we can get result (20)
as a part icular case.
4. Derivation of the Power-group enumeration theorems from the structure
theorems
4.1. The de Brui jn situation viewed as a structure on D u R .
With Do=D u R, Go = G·H· an d n(Go)=HG and S = RD we have a
structure situation with the set of stru ctures S on Do. Writing
Y = (YI' Y2, .•. , Yn) and ~i = (zn , Zi2, • • • , Zimi) and ~ = ( ~ l. ~2 , . . . , t l ) and
Yg = YIC(g,l) Y2C(g,2) ... Ync(u,n ), Z ih . = zn c(hi ,l ) ... Zimc(hi.mi )• •
(23)
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where g E 0 and h=h1·h2 ... hi ... hI E H, and using (7) we have, for the
U-polynomial,
II!
U(y, ~) = -101 -IHI I X(g, h) II Zihi
(U,h)EG·H i~1
where
( X(g, h) = character of (g, h) in the representation n
~ =number of trivial orbits in n(g, h)
( = g (it ~ scth«, s))c(g,k).
This expression for X(g, h) is an obvious generalisation of the expression
(5.37) on page 172 of DE BRUUN [3] or the expression for h (iX, fJ) in
equation (8) page 161 of HARARY and PALMER [8]. Summing over 0 and
using (22) we have
(24)
Putting Yk = 1, and Zis = 1 for all k, i, and e we get the following expression
for the number of equivalence classes of functions:
(25)
1
N = U(!, V= THT h~ Z(O; el(h, 1), ... , ek(h, 1), ... ).
(26)
This is precisely Harary and Palmer's Power Group Enumeration Theorem
(constant form). To get the polynomial form of this theorem we derive
the W-polynomial for the situation. By (16) we have
II!
W(y, ~) = -101 -IHI I r, II Zihi ( I W(s))
(U,h)EG.H .-1 .ESu.h
where Sg'h={s:sES;n(g,h)(s)=s}. Referring to the expression (2.5) in
page 64 in DE BRUUN [1], without using the differential operators and
replacing every w~ .. by Wi nj we obtain
11.
n ! nI W(s) = II {I I seth», s) Wik}c(g,k) = II (ek(h, w))c(g,k) .
• ESu.h k-l i~1 .Ik k-l
Substituting, we have
II! n
W(y, ~) = -[01 - I r, II Zih
i
II (ek(h, w))c(g, k).
IHI (u.h)EG·H i-I k-l
Summing over 0, this reduces to
1 !
W(y,~) = -IHI I Z(O; Ylel(h, W), ... , Ykek(h,W), ... ) II Zihi •
- - hEH i-I
Setting each Yk and Zis = 1 we get the result corresponding to theorem 2
in [1] which is a slightly generalised form of Harary and Palmer's Power
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Group Enumeration. Theorem (polynomial form). We may call this the
Power Group Enumeration Theorem (general form). To get the poly-
nomial form itself we make the simplification Wt=xt•
4.2. The situation viewed as a structure on R
In [2] section 4 (viii) DE BRUIJN introduces the notion of TIl-structures.
For consistency with the notation employed here we call these the DG-
stru,ctures. Essentially, this amounts to the building up of the equivalence
(i) in two stages : - First we classify the functions IE RD into equivalence
classes determined by G alone, through the equivalence
(ii) It ,..."" 12 iff there exists agE G such that fIg = /2.
We denote the equivalence classes by hG, 12G, ... etc. We now consider
a structure situation with R as the base set, with S = {fG} the set of
equivalence classes of functions and H as the permutation group acting
on R. The representation n of H as permutations on S is defined by
(iii) n(h)(fG)=hIG=hG where fI =hl.
(27)
DE BRUIJN 'S result (equation 4.1, page 154 [2]) for the U-polynomial
corresponding to this structure situation is equivalent to the following
if we dispense with the differential operators :
1
U(Zl, Z2, .. . , zm) = IHI ! Z(G ; /h(h), ... , Pn(h)) Zlc(h, 1) . .. zmc(h, tn)
h€H
where /h(h) = ! sc(h , s).
•Ik
The modification required for the case R = R l U R2 U .. . U Ri and
H =Hl·H2 .. . HI is quite straight forward and leads to the result
1 IU(~) = -IHI ! Z(G; (!l(h), .. ·,en(h)) II Zth.~ h€H i -1 '
where
I
ek(h) = ! ! sc(ht , 8)= (!k(h, 1).
i~ 1 .Ik
The W-polynomial for the corresponding weighted structure situation
with the weight function (fJ) is obtained as follows: First of all it is not
difficult to verify that W(f) which is an admissible weight function under
(i) is also an admissible weight function under (iii). Let Sh denote the
set of structures IG left invariant by hEH. Then it can be verified that
(28)
! ! W(s) = ! W(fG) = ! W(fG) = ! W(f)_1
\ HSh (I~: taa-to; (IG:hf€fG) (I :hf -fo) IIGI
. = IGI! ! W(f) where r. ., ». {f: h=hf}
I
U€G t « FO•h
1 n
\
= - ! II ((!k(h, W))c(g,k).
, IGI O€G k-1
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Therefore
(29)
( W(£) = 1H11 ~ IT Ztm. ( ~ W(s))
, - I h Ell i - l • 8ESh
(
1 I
= IHI ~ Z( G; f!l (h, W), .. . , (lk(h , W), . .. ) IT Ztm(
hEH i = l
(30)
(31)
Set t ing each zts= 1 we once again get the Power Group Enumeration
theorem (general form).
4.3. The situation viewed as a structure on D
To obtain a structure sit uat ion with D as base set we make use of the
RL-st r uct ures considered by D E B nUIJN as 'colourings with colour in-
difference' (4(x) page 158 in [2]). In the present notation we refer to
these as RH-structures. First we classify the functions I E RD into equiva -
lence classes determined by H alone by means of the equivalence relation
(iv) It I""ooJ h iff there exists an h e H such that hit = h. Taking S, the set
of equivalence classes HI, as the set of structures on the base set D and
the representation n of G defined as follows :
(v) n(g)(Hf)=lllg=lllt where 1t=lg, we have a structure sit uation on D
for which DE BRUIJN'S V-polynomial is
(Of (4.6) page 158 [2]). With Rand H modified as R=Rl U R2 U . . . uRI
and H =lll·H2 ' " H, t he V-poly nomial becomes
1
U(Yl, Y2 , ··· ,Yn)= IH I ht. Z(G;el(h)yl, . .. , f!k(h) Yk, · ··, en(h)Yn).
The W-polynomial for the corresponding weighted st ruct ure sit ua t ion is
1
W(k')= -IGI ~ r, ( ~ W(s)).
gE G 8ESg
P roceeding as in the previ ous sub-sect ion we can prove that
lin~ W(s)= - ~ ~ W(f ) = - ~ IT (ek(h, w))C(g,k) .
8ES g Ill i h EH {I :gl=lh) IHI h EH k- l
Substituting in the lV-polyn omial and interchanging summat ion with
respect to g and h we have
1
W(?t) = IH Ih~ Z(G ; el (h, w) Yl, ... , f!n(h, w) Yn).
The subst it ut ions Yt= 1 lead t o the Power Group Enumeration Theorem
(general form).
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5. Conclusion
Comparing (26), (29) and (31) we observe that though these are all
different, they lead to the Power Group Enumeration theorem on setting
the dummy variables equal to 1. If we further set w(s) = 1, each of these
leads to the same expression which is also obtained by setting the dummy
variables in the three U-polynomials (24), (27) and (30) equal to 1. This
is not surprising because the expression gives the number of equivalence
classes in the three structure situations in § 4.1, § 4.2 and § 4.3. The form
of these three expressions make it appear as though these are all structures
on R with H as the structure group; this obviously is true only in the
last case. Formally, DE BRUIJN'S expression (20) is perhaps the nearest
we came to a direct substitutional effect in the cycle index Z(G).
I
II Z(Hi ) of the structure group G· H. But then it is not the figure counting
i~l
series that has been substituted; so that there seems to be no way of
deriving de Bruijn's theorem from Polya's theorem, in the sense that the
parameters in the statement of Polya's theorem cannot be specialized
so that the resulting statement is de Bruijn's Theorem.
In conclusion we suggest the following modification of the Burnside
situation for solution. Suppose D is a base set on which there is a set S
of structures. There are two permutation groups G and H acting on D.
These have representations 7[1 and 7[2 on S, which define two equivalence
relations on S, say 81 and 82. A weight function W(s) is defined which is
constant over the equivalence classes with respect to 81 and 82. If 8 is the
'product equivalence relation' defined by Sl 8 S2 iff Sl 81 S2 and Sl 82 S2
(that is, iff there exist g EO G and h EO H such that Sl = 7[1 (g)S2 and Sl = 7[2(h)S2),
what is the sum of the weights over the equivalence classes under 8?
'Ve believe that a solution of this problem is necessary to enumerate
self-dual digraphs (problem 6 in Table III, p. 30 in [7].
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